




 Rainich-type Conditions for Null Electrovacuum 
Spacetimes I
Synopsis
In this worksheet I describe local Rainich-type conditions on a spacetime geometry which 
are necessary and sufficient for the existence of a null electromagnetic field. When it exists,
the electromagnetic field is easily constructed. The algorithm illustrated here is based 
upon results of [3, 4]. 
In this worksheet I shall illustrate this analysis with a couple of pure radiation spacetimes 
involving a twist-free null congruence. 
A companion worksheet (Null Electrovac Geometry II, to appear) will treat the twisting 
case, which is somewhat more complicated. 
Theory
Let M, g  be a spacetime – a 4-dimensional manifold M endowed with a Lorentz-
signature metric g. The Rainich conditions are purely geometric conditions on g such 
that there exists an electromagnetic field F with g, F  satisfying the Einstein-Maxwell 
equations,
Gab = Fa




mn  ,     V
a
Fbc = 0,  VaF
 ab = 0.
  The Rainich conditions involve the Ricci tensor Rij, the covariant derivative ∇, and the 
volume form e
ijhk
 of the metric, and are given by
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  When these conditions are satisfied there is a straightforward procedure for constructing 
the electromagnetic field, which is determined by the metric up to a global duality rotation:
Fab / cos q  Fab K sin q  -Fab,      q2 R,




satisfies the Rainich conditions we say that it determines an electrovacuum spacetime.  A 
spacetime admits a non-null electromagnetic source if and only if it satisfies the Rainich 
conditions.
The Rainich conditions are not defined for a null electrovacuum spacetime, i.e., 
solutions of the Einstein-Maxwell equations with a null electromagnetic field, for which 
the energy-momentum tensor and Ricci tensor are also null:
FabF
ab = -Fab -F
ab = RabR
ac = 0 .
Thus the Rainich conditions do not provide geometric criteria for null electrovacua. 
In this worksheet (and its companion, Null Electrovac Geometry II) I describe Rainich-
type conditions on a spacetime geometry which are necessary and sufficient for the 
existence of a null electromagnetic field. When it exists, the electromagnetic field is 
easily constructed. The algorithm illustrated here is based upon the results of [3, 4].  
The structure of the analysis is as follows.  A metric with a null Ricci tensor – a pure 
radiation spacetime – determines a null vector field ka via  




This vector field determines a family of 2-forms, 
 fab = k asb , 
where sb is any spacelike unit vector orthogonal to ka.  The energy-momentum tensor of 
fab satisfies the Einstein equations in the sense that its energy-momentum tensor equals 
the Ricci tensor (which is the same as the Einstein tensor in the null case). Therefore, if 
there is a solution Fab to the Einstein-Maxwell equations, at each point of M it must be 
related to fab by a duality rotation. Thus there will exist a function 4 : M / R such that the 
electromagnetic part of the solution to the Einstein-Maxwell equations takes the form
Fab = cos 4  fab K sin 4  - fab.
The Maxwell equations for Fab impose a number of conditions on k
a and 4. First of all, the 





This last equality follows automatically from the contracted Bianchi identity. In terms of a 
null tetrad whose first leg is ka, using the Newman-Penrose formalism [2], these conditions 
on ka take the form
 s = 0 = k,    
1
2










To analyze the conditions on 4, one must distinguish two cases: the congruence tangent 
to ka is (i) twisting or (ii) is twist-free. (The twist is minus the imaginary part of r.) These two 
cases have significantly different solution spaces for 4 and hence for the electromagnetic 
field. This worksheet considers the twist-free case only. 
  In the twist-free case the function 4 determining the duality rotation must satisfy
1
i
d4C tK 2 b = 0,   
1
i
d4K t C 2b = 0,    
1
i
D4K eC e = 0.   (2)
Here the letters t, b, e, d, D denote the standard Newman-Penrose quantities [2], which are
determined once ka has been incorporated into the first leg of a null tetrad.  There is a 
single non-trivial integrability condition for these equations; it is given in terms of the 
Newman-Penrose formalism by
        Re d C bKa t K 2b  K 
1
2
eKe µKµ  = 0 ,     r K r = 0         (twist-free case)  
(3)
Conditions (1) – (3) are invariant under the set of local Lorentz transformations which fix
ka, therefore they are invariant conditions, defined independently of the choice of null 
tetrad adapted to ka. 
Conditions (1) and (3) on the null congruence determined by the Ricci tensor provide 
geometric conditions on the spacetime geometry which are necessary and sufficient for 
the existence of a (null) electromagnetic source [3]. Thus we obtain Rainich-type 
conditions for null electrovac spacetimes. 
Any two solutions to (2) will differ by a solution to d4 = d4 = D4 = 0. Thus an arbitrary 
function of the leaves of the foliation defined by the (non-twisting) vector field ka will 
appear in the electromagnetic field. 
Example 1: A homogeneous null electrovacuum
The first spacetime we shall analyze was not known until recently to admit an 
electromagnetic source [1]. In fact, it was this Rainich-type analysis which led to the 
discovery that it was an electrovacuum.  This metric can be initially characterized as a 
homogeneous, pure radiation solution to the Einstein equations. The metric can be written
as follows.
with(DifferentialGeometry): with(Tensor): with(Tools):
DGsetup([u, v, x, y], M);
frame name: M
g := evalDG(dx &t dx + dy &t dy + 2*du &s dv - 2*exp(2*s*x)*du &t
du);























The first condition we check is that the Ricci tensor of the metric gab is null, RabR 
ac = 0. This 
implies that the Ricci tensor is the square of a null vector [2]. We find the null vector ka 





Ricci := 4 s2 e2 s x du 5 du
TensorInnerProduct(g, Ricci, Ricci, tensorindices = [1]);
0 du 5 du
K := DGzip([K1, K2, K3, K4], [du, dv, dx, dy], "plus");
K := K1 duCK2 dvCK3 dxCK4 dy




K 4 s2 e2 s x  du 5 duK
K1 K2
4
 du 5 dvK
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 du 5 dyK
K1 K2
4
 dv 5 duK
K22
4
 dv 5 dvK
K2 K3
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 dv 5 dyK
K1 K3
4
 dx 5 duK
K2 K3
4
 dx 5 dvK
K32
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 dx 5 dyK
K1 K4
4
 dy 5 duK
K2 K4
4
 dy 5 dvK
K3 K4
4




 dy 5 dy
DGsolve(EQTensor, K, {K1, K2, K3, K4});
4 RootOf _Z2 K e2 s x  s du
Kdown := simplify(allvalues(DGsolve(EQTensor, K, {K1, K2, K3,
K4}))[1], symbolic)[1];
Kdown := 4 es x s du
Kup := RaiseLowerIndices(InverseMetric(g), Kdown, [1]);
Kup := 4 es x s D_v
Verify the result.
evalDG(Ricci - 1/4*Kdown &t Kdown);
0 du 5 du
TensorInnerProduct(g, Kdown, Kdown);
0
It now follows that fab = k asb  has the correct energy-momentum tensor, where sa is any 
unit vector orthogonal to ka.   Construct a spacelike unit vector orthogonal to k
a.  
S := DGzip([s1, s2, s3, s4], [du, dv, dx, dy], "plus");
S := s1 duC s2 dvC s3 dxC s4 dy




















eq1 := 4 es x s s2
eq2 := TensorInnerProduct(g, S, S) - 1;
eq2 := 2 e2 s x s22 C 2 s2 s1C s32 C s42 K 1
DGsolve([eq1, eq2], S, [s1, s2, s3, s4]);
s1 duCRootOf _Z2 C s42 K 1  dxC s4 dy
A simple solution is therefore:
S := Tools:-DGsimplify(eval(S, {s1=0, s2=0, s3=1, s4=0}));
S := dx
f := SymmetrizeIndices(Kdown &t S, [1,2], "SkewSymmetric");
f := 2 es x s du 5 dxK 2 es x s dx 5 du
Verify the result.
EnergyMomentumTensor("Electromagnetic", g, f);
4 s2 e2 s x D_v 5 D_v
EinsteinTensor(g);
4 s2 e2 s x D_v 5 D_v





table "Expansion" = 0, "RotationNormSquared" = 0, "Raychaudhuri" = 0,
"ShearNormSquared" = 0
Thus ka is tangent to a congruence which is geodesic, shear-free, non-expanding, and 
twist-free and satisfies satisfies kb V
b
ka = Vbk
b ka. Condition (1) for g to be a null 
electrovac metric is therefore satisfied. (This can also be checked using the Newman 
Penrose spin coefficients, computed below.)
We now consider condition (3). We begin by constructing a null tetrad whose first leg is ka 
and then compute its Newman-Penrose spin coefficients and directional derivatives.

































NT0 := NullTetrad([OT[2], OT[3], OT[4], OT[1]]);












 2  D_y
NT := NullTetradTransformation(NT0, "boost", 4*exp(s*x)*s);



















 2  D_y
NPS:=NPSpinCoefficients(NT);
NPS := table "gamma" = 0, "pi" = 0, "tau" = 0, "beta" =
1
4
 s 2 , "epsilon" = 0, "sigma"









 s 2 , "kappa"
= 0
NPD := NPDirectionalDerivatives(NT):
We compute d C bKa t K 2b  K 
1
2
eKe µKµ  = 0, featuring in (3).
alpha :=NPS["alpha"]: beta:=NPS["beta"]: epsilon:=NPS
["epsilon"]: mu:=NPS["mu"]: tau := NPS["tau"]:
X := simplify(tau - 2*beta) assuming s::real:
X1 := simplify(conjugate(X)) assuming s::real:
Y := simplify(beta - conjugate(alpha)) assuming s::real:
Z := simplify((epsilon - conjugate(epsilonn))*(mu - conjugate
(mu))) assuming s::real:
NPD["delta"](X1) + Y*X1 - Z;
0
To illustrate the invariance of the integrability condition with respect to the choice of tetrad 
adapted to k, we consider a new tetrad obtained from NT by a combination of a spatial and
null rotation.
NT1 := convert(NullTetradTransformation
(NullTetradTransformation(NT, "null rotation", u, "L"), 
"spatial rotation", x + y), exp) assuming u::real;




es x 16 s2 u2 K 1
4 s
 D_vC u 2  D_x,
4 eI x C y  u es x s D_vC





 eI x C y  2  D_y,
4 eKI x C y  u es x s D_vC






















We check that NT1 is in fact a null tetrad.
TensorInnerProduct(g, NT1, NT1);
0 K1 0 0
K1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0
We verify the integrability conditions exactly as before.
NPS1:=NPSpinCoefficients(NT1);
NPS1 := table "gamma" =
1
2
 s u 2 C
1
2














 u eK2 I x C y  2  s, "mu" =
1
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 I  eKI x C y  2 , "kappa" = 0
NPD1 := NPDirectionalDerivatives(NT1):
alpha1 :=NPS1["alpha"]: beta1:=NPS1["beta"]: epsilon1:=NPS1
["epsilon"]: mu1:=NPS1["mu"]: tau1 := NPS1["tau"]:
X := simplify(tau1 - 2*beta1) assuming s::real, x::real, 
y::real, u::real:
X1 := simplify(conjugate(X)) assuming s::real, x::real, 
y::real, u::real:
Y := simplify(beta1 - conjugate(alpha1)) assuming s::real, 
y::real, x::real, u::real:
Z := simplify((epsilon1 - conjugate(epsilon1))*(mu1 - 
conjugate(mu1))) assuming s::real, x::real, y::real, u::real:
NPD1["delta"](X1) + Y*X1 - Z;
0




d4C tK 2 b = 0,   
1
i
d4K t C 2b = 0,    
1
i
D4K eC e = 0.
The solution is obtained as follows.



























F := f u, v, x, y
eq1 := eval(1/I*NPD["delta"](Phi) + tau - 2*beta, NPSvalues);
eq1 := KI 
1
2
 2  
v
vx
 f u, v, x, y C
1
2
 I 2  
v
vy




eq2 := eval(-1/I*NPD["bardelta"](Phi) + conjugate(tau) - 2*
conjugate(beta), NPSvalues) assuming s::real;
eq2 := I 
1
2
 2  
v
vx
 f u, v, x, y K
1
2
 I 2  
v
vy




eq3 := eval(1/I*NPD["D"](Phi) - epsilon + conjugate(epsilon),
NPSvalues);
eq3 := K4 I es x s 
v
vv
 f u, v, x, y
phisol:=pdsolve({eq1, eq2, eq3}, Phi);
phisol := f u, v, x, y = s yC _F1 u
The electromagnetic field is obtained from the duality rotation given by 4. 
F0 := evalDG(cos(Phi) * convert(f, DGform) - sin(Phi) * 
HodgeStar(g,convert(f, DGform), detmetric=-1));
F0 := 2 cos f u, v, x, y  es x s du Y dxK 2 sin f u, v, x, y  es x s du Y dy
F:=eval(F0, phisol);
F := 2 cos s yC _F1 u  es x s du Y dxK 2 sin s yC _F1 u  es x s du Y dy
We verify that g, F  satisfy the Einstein-Maxwell equations.
The Einstein equations:
G := EinsteinTensor(g):





0 D_u, 0 du Y dv Y dx
Notice that the electromagnetic field involves an arbitrary function of u, which labels the 
null hypersurfaces generated by ka. This is a general feature of null electrovac spacetimes 
when ka is twist-free.  In the twisting case the electromagnetic field involves only one free 





















Example 2: A pure radiation Robinson-Trautman spacetime
restart;
with(DifferentialGeometry): with(Tensor): with(Tools):
Here we consider a class of pure radiation solutions of Robinson-Trautman type (See 
Theorem 28.6 of [2].). We determine under what conditions these solutions are in fact 
solutions to the Einstein-Maxwell equations.  
Initialize the manifold, define the metric, and check that it is of pure radiation type.  
DGsetup([u, r, x, y], N);
frame name: N
g := evalDG(2/r*(-f(x)*diff(f(x), x, x)*r + diff(f(x), x)^2*r
+ m(u))*du &t du - 2*du &s dr + r^2/2/f(x)^2*(dx &t dx + dy 
&t dy));
g :=
2 f# x 2 r K f x  f$ x  r Cm u
r
 du 5 duK du 5 dr K dr 5 du
C
r2
2 f x 2
 dx 5 dxC
r2
2 f x 2
 dy 5 dy
Ricci := RicciTensor(g);
Ricci := K





 du 5 du
TensorInnerProduct(g, Ricci, Ricci, tensorindices = [1]);
0 du 5 du
This is a pure radiation spacetime only when the u-u component of Ricci is positive, Ruu > 






psi := 2*sqrt(Hook([D_u, D_u], Ricci));
y := 2 2  
f x 3 
d4
dx4










We can easily read off the covariant form of the preferred null vector field k.
Kdown := evalDG(psi*du);
Kdown := 2 2  






evalDG(Ricci - 1/4*Kdown &t Kdown);













The contravariant form of k is as follows.
Kup := RaiseLowerIndices(InverseMetric(g), Kdown, [1]);
Kup := K2 2  






We now build a null tetrad NT adapted to k and compute its Newman-Penrose spin 
coefficients and directional derivatives.  
OT0 := DGGramSchmidt([D_u, D_r, D_x, D_y], g, signature = [























NT0 := simplify(NullTetrad([OT0[1], OT0[3], OT0[4], -OT0[2]]
), symbolic);
NT0 := D_r, D_uK















NT := NullTetradTransformation(NT0, "boost", psi);
NT := 2 2  






























2  f# x 2 r K f x  f$ x  r Cm u
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We check that the congruence is indeed geodesic and shearfree: k = 0 and s = 0.  In 







2 2  
f x 3 
d4
dx4











We now compute and solve the geometric condition on the spacetime (in the twist-free 
case), denoted int_cond, which indicates whether the spacetime admits an 
electromagnetic source.
X := simplify(Spin["tau"] - 2*Spin["beta"]):
Y := simplify(Spin["epsilon"] - DGconjugate(Spin["epsilon"]))
:
Z := simplify(Spin["mu"] - DGconjugate(Spin["mu"])):
W := simplify(DGconjugate(Spin["beta"]) - Spin["alpha"]):
























 f x  f x 2 
d2
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 f x  
d
dx






























 f x 2 
d4
dx4
 f x K
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dx2




f x 3 
d4
dx4





 f x 2 K
d
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 f x  f x 3 
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dx4
 f x C
d
dx




 3 f x 2 
d4
dx4
 f x  
d
dx
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 f x  2 
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dx3
 f x  f x 3 
d2
dx2
 f x K
d5
dx5




 f x  f x 3 
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dx4
 f x K 2 
d
dx




r2 f x 3 
d4
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We solve for functions f and m such that the integrability condition holds. This command 
may take a few minutes to complete.
PDETools:-Solve(int_cond);
f x = e_C1 x _C2, m u = m u , f x = e_C1 x _C2, m u = _C3 uC _C4 , f x
= 0, m u = m u
Evidently, for generic f this pure-radiation Robinson-Trautman spacetime does not admit 
an electromagnetic source. There exists an electromagnetic source for the choice 
f = a ebx, with m u  remaining arbitrary.  Here is the metric and Ricci tensor in this case.




 du 5 duK du 5 dr K dr 5 duC
r2
2 a2 eb x
2  dx 5 dx
C
r2
2 a2 eb x








 du 5 du
We see that this is a pure radiation solution provided 
dm
du
! 0.  We now construct the 
corresponding electromagnetic field from a duality rotation determined by the equations
1
i
d4C tK 2 b = 0,   
1
i
d4K t C 2b = 0,    
1
i
D4K eC e = 0.   
X := simplify(Spin["tau"] - 2*Spin["beta"]):
Y := simplify(DGconjugate(Spin["tau"]) - 2*DGconjugate(Spin
["beta"])):
Z := simplify(Spin["epsilon"] - DGconjugate(Spin["epsilon"]) 
- 1/2*(Spin["rho"] - DGconjugate(Spin["rho"]))):




simplify(eval({NP1, NP2, NP3}, solutions)):
phisol := pdsolve(simplify(eval({NP1, NP2, NP3}, solutions)),
{phi(u,r,x,y), m(u)});














The only non-trivial solution is therefore f =Kb y C h u , with m u  remaining arbitrary.  
The electromagnetic field is constructed as follows.
phi := -b*y + h(u):
k := eval(RaiseLowerIndices(g, NT[1], [1]), solutions):
S := eval(eval(evalDG(1/sqrt(2) * (exp(I*phi) * NT[3] + exp(-
I*phi) * NT[4]))), solutions):
s := eval(RaiseLowerIndices(g, S, [1]), solutions):





m u  cos b yK h u  eKb x
a





m u  sin b yK h u  eKb x
a
 du Y dy
We verify that g2 and F do define a solution to the Einstein-Maxwell equations.
MatterFieldEquations("Electromagnetic", g2, F);




This solution is (isometric to) the general form of the Petrov type D, Robinson-Trautman 
null electrovacuum [2].
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